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biochemical mechanism which generates the heat. We, however,
favour the "substrate cycling" or "futile cycling" mechanism,
which we previously noted in the muscle tissue of susceptible
pigs.5 6 Increased rates of substrate cycling may be induced by
the excess of noradrenaline activity which we have suggested
occurs in these animals.' The substrate cycling mechanism pro-
vides a biologically feasible scheme for depleting muscle glyco-
gen, producing lactate and heat which would denature the
muscle proteins and produce pale, soft, exudative muscle in the
carcasses of susceptible animals.'
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Summary

A combination of mustine, vincristine (Oncovin), pro-
carbazine, and prednisone (MOPP) and the same com-
bination without prednisone (MOP) were compared
in the treatment of stage IV Hodgkin's disease in a
prospective randomized trial.
The complete remission rates were 80% with MOPP

and 44% with MOP; the difference was highly significant.
Prednisone seems to be an important component of the
MOPP combination in the management of stage IV
Hodgkin's disease.
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Introduction

Radiotherapy is the treatment of choice of localized Hodgkin's
disease. When the disease is widespread, however, treatment
with a combination of drugs offers a greatly improved oppor-
tunity for long-term control than that obtained with single
cytotoxic agents. The most effective drug combination available
is still mustine, vincristine (Oncovin), procarbazine, and
prednisone (MOPP), which was introduced in 1970.1 Complete
remissions may be obtained in more than 80% of patients with
stage IV disease. The first three drugs used in this combination
are highly effective against Hodgkin's disease when used singly,
but there is little evidence to support the efficacy of prednisone
alone. Thus, we considered performing a prospective randomzied
trial to compare MOPP with the same combination without
prednisone (MOP).

Rationale and Method

Modification of a drug combination of known efficacy such as MOPP
must be justifiable on theoretical and practical grounds; we considered
it so for the following reasons: (a) though some workers report
different results, most reports indicate that corticosteroids alone are
relatively ineffective in controlling Hodgkin's disease, and objective
remissions rarely occur ;2-6 (b) when MOPP was first introduced by
the Bethesda workers corticosteroids were given only during the first
and fourth cycles. In Britain corticosteroids are usually given in each
cycle, and thus the patient receives about twice as much corticosteroid.
Identical results are obtained with both regimens; (c) corticosteroids
are not harmless. Even when pulsed, troublesome complications
occasionally follow their use. We have seen acute psychiatric distur-
bances, painfully acute acne or obesity, and peptic ulceration.

Consideration of these facts suggested that corticosteroids contri-
buted little to the efficacy of the MOPP regimen while increasing the
possiblity of complications. A prospective controlled trial was therefore
inauguratedcomparingMOPPand MOP. We expected that there would
be a similar complete remission rate with both combinations but that
some sparing of the bone marrow might be seen in the group treated
by MOPP.

All patients with stage IV Hodgkin's disease presenting within
the trial period were randomized into two treatment groups. The drugs
were given as follows: on both regimens mustine 6 mg/M2 and
vincristine 14 mg/in2 were given on days 1 and 8 and procarbazine on
days 1 to 10. On the MOPP regimen prednisone 25 mg/M2 was also
given on days 1 to 14.

Results

The results of treatment were evaluated in 90 patients all of whom
were followed up for at least six months after the original biopsy; 49
received treatment with MOPP and 41 with MOP. Treatment with
MOPP led to complete remission in 39 cases (80%), partial remission
(more than 50%/') in eight (16%), and no remission in two (4%).
Treatment with MOP led to complete remission in 18 (44%), partial
remission in 17 (42%), and no remission in six (15% table i).
Statistical evaluation of these results showed that there were no
significant differences in the survival rates but that there was a
highly significant difference in the complete remission rates
(P<0005; X2= 10-8).
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TABLE I-Survival Rates in Both Groups of Patients according to Quality of
Remission after Combination Chemotherapy

MOPP MOP All Cases

No. of No. No. of No. No. of No.
Patients Alive Patients Alive Patients Alive %

Complete remission 39 31 18 15 57 46 (81)
Partial remission 8 4 17 9 25 13 (52)
No remission 2 1 6 0 8 1 (13)

Discussion

The quality of the remission was important because it is related
to the eventual outcome. In all 90 patients effective control of the
disease was obtained in 810% patients after complete remission,
52% after partial remission, and 13% after no remission (table
I). It is therefore probable that the significant difference between
the complete remission rates of each treatment group will be
lower ultimate survival rates in the group treated with MOP.
Confirmation of this point may be provided by re-evaluating
the patients in this comparative study later.

TABLE II-Probable Causes of Death in 13 Patients Treated with MOPP and
17 Treated with MOP

Hodgkin's Disease Treatment Complications Unrelated

MOPP 7 3 (Marrow depression) 3 (Cardiovascular,
cerebrovascular,
bronchial carcinoma)

MOP 14 2 (Partial response, 1 (Pulmonary
patient refusal) tuberculosis with

partial response)

It is sometimes difficult to ascertain the exact cause of death
in patients who have been treated for Hodgkin's disease.
Examination of the probable causes of death in the two groups
(table II), however, suggest that inclusion of prednisone in the
drug combination does not reduce bone marrow toxicity. Three
deaths were associated with bone marrow depression and all
were in the group treated by MOPP.

Unless other contrary evidence is forthcoming it seems to be
unsafe to omit corticosteroids from the MOPP combination in
the treatment of stage IV Hodgkin's disease.
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SHORT REPORTS

Case of Complete Gastric Rupture
Complicating Resuscitation

A previously fit 30-year-old woman visited her dentist for treatment under
intravenous anaesthesia. While supine 10 mg diazepam was given intra-
venously over 90 seconds, followed immediately by intravenous 2% metho-
hexitone to enable a local anaesthetic to be injected. After 30 mg metho-
hexitone had been given she began to cough and thick mucus was noted in
her pharynx. The injection was stopped and the mucus aspirated but she
became apnoeic and cyanosed. She was ventilated with pure oxygen from a
Salisbury machine with a functioning reducing valve via a facemask and
by squeezing a standard 2-1 reservoir bag. The bag did not overfill and her
chest was noted to inflate. After 90 seconds her cyanotic colour was replaced
by pHllor. In view of absent pulses and heart sounds external cardiac massage
was begun. After four minutes her pulse returned and she regained con-
sciousness.
She was transferred to hospital and her general condition was satisfactory

but she complained of abdominal pain. The abdomen was grossly distended
with surgical emphysema of the anterior wall. Shortly after admission a
small haematemesis occurred. X-ray examination of the abdomen showed
pneumoperitoneum but a limited Gastrografin study failed to show the site
of the perforation (fig.). At laparotomy a 10-cm, full-thickness laceration of
the stomach was found along the lesser curvature with numerous serosal
tears running parallel. The rupture was repaired and recovery was uneventful.

Discussion

At necropsy lacerations confined to the mucosa of the stomach are
found in 10% of cases after unsuccessful resuscitation' by assisted
ventilation without endotracheal intubation and in combination with
external cardiac massage. Complete gastric rupture has been reported
in two cases,2 3 in both of which the patient subsequently died from
unrelated causes. In all reports the lesion has been confined to the
lesser curvature, possibly because it is less elastic and has fewer
mucosal folds than the rest of the stomach.' Mucosal tears or com-

X-ray appearances of the thorax and abdomen.

plete rupture appears to occur because of gaseous gastric inflation
coupled with external cardiac massage. Gastric rupture, however, has
been reported after the use of a nasal oxygen catheter alone, which
accidentally passed through the cricopharyngeus.

In this case the cardiac arrest and gastric inflation need an explana-
tion. Since the patient had received intravenous diazepam on one
previous occasion and methohexitone on three previous occasions
without ill effect three possibilities exist:
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